Distributed pub/sub must make principal design choices with regards to overlay topologies and routing protocols. It is challenging to tackle both aspects together, and most existing work merely considers one. We argue the necessity to address both problems simultaneously, since only the right combination of the two can deliver an e cient internet-scale pub/sub. Traditional design space spans from structured data-oblivious overlays employing greedy routing strategies all the way to unstructured data-driven overlays using naive broadcast-based routing. The two ends of the spectra come with unacceptable prices: the former often exerts considerable overhead on each node for forwarding irrelevant messages, while the latter is di cult to scale due to prohibitive latencies stemming from unbounded node degrees and network diameters.
Introduction
Publish/Subscribe (pub/sub) systems constitute an attractive choice as communication paradigm and messaging substrate for building large-scale distributed systems. This work concentrates on the topic-based pub/sub model: the system disseminates messages on abstract channels called topics, publishers associate each publication message with one or more speci c topics, and subscribers register their interests in a subset of all topics. Many real-world applications adopt topic-based pub/sub for message dissemination, such as Internet of things [4] , big data platforms [1] , application integration across data centers [13, 32] , RSS feeding [24] , etc.
A distributed pub/sub system often organizes nodes (e.g., brokers, servers or routers) in a federated or peer-to-peer manner as an overlay at the application or network layer. Once an overlay network is constructed, the pub/sub system relies on some routing protocol to build message dissemination paths for delivering publications to all subscriber nodes. Typically, a pub/sub routing protocol de nes the forwarding function at each node, which determines the set of next-hops for an incoming publication message. Overlay topologies and routing protocols are closely related -both impact the performance and scalability of the pub/sub system.
It is a fundamental challenge to seamlessly glue both overlay and routing together in a pub/sub system design. A signi cant body of research has been centered around either routing or overlay alone. In many earlier pub/sub systems [6, 23] , routing protocols took all the heavy lifting, assuming the most generic overlays, such as trees or full-meshes. In a typical pub/sub routing protocol where the underlying overlay is simply a tree, each node needs to maintain a forwarding table, i.e., a map between 's neighbors and predicates. Each predicate p n corresponds to the union of the subscriptions of all downstream nodes reachable through node n, one of 's neighbors. To support pub/sub routing, many nodes have to maintain a global view of all subscriptions on all nodes in the system. Consequently, such pub/sub systems su er from large forwarding tables, excessively high matching complexity, reliance on selective message ooding, expensive routing computations, etc. Recently, many pub/sub systems try to migrate part of the complexity to overlay design [7, 12, 29, 35, 41] . A well-constructed overlay could potentially simplify the pub/sub routing protocols and improve the e ciency of message dissemination.
We propose BeaConvey, a distributed pub/sub system deployed in one data center. We carefully build the overlay in a centralized manner and develop peer-to-peer pub/sub routing protocols. As compared to canonical pub/sub routing based on trees or full-mesh, BeaConvey stems from a grander design space and achieves better performance by tackling more challenges; for example, each BeaConvey node ∈ V only maintains a partial knowledge of size O (log |V |), and the path length of any message is O (log |V |).
Overlay topologies
We build the small-world and interest-close overlay (SWICO). First, we exploit small-world networks [14, 20, 25, 36] , especially because pub/sub routing greatly bene ts from navigability of these structured overlays. A small-world network assigns each node a random and unique identi er (ID), a coordinate in the ID space, and all nodes are in agreement of quantitative distances between any two nodes. Nodes link to each other with probability inversely proportional to their distances, and the resulting network becomes e ciently searchable even if there are only bounded number of such links per node, i.e., each node can locate any other node by a limited number of hops with only local and partial knowledge. Second, to further optimize pub/sub message dissemination, the overlay should maximize interest closeness, meaning that nodes with similar interests stay topologically close to each other. One way to concretize interest closeness is to enforce a topic-connected overlay (TCO) [11, 12] . In a TCO, each topic t induces a connected suboverlay among all nodes interested in t. TCO can thereby support the transmission of publications on each topic to all subscribers without using non-interested nodes as intermediate relays.
Unfortunately, small-world networks and TCOs are at odds with each other. It is NP-hard to construct a TCO with a xed node degree [11, 27] , while a small-world network strictly restricts each node to possess a bounded number of ngers in each small-world phase. We decide to build a partial TCO, a relaxation of the TCO requirement, while maintaining the small-world properties. To quantify how close a partial TCO approximates a complete one, we dene the TCO support ratio [9] , which grows monotonically from 0 to 1 as the overlay expands from none to a TCO. We study the problem of SWICO design on maximization of TCO support ratio while forming a small-world network. The global knowledge of pub/sub subscriptions in the centralized master endows us with the possibility to fully optimize SWICO design for pub/sub routing.
We construct a SWICO in an one-dimensional space, which, informally speaking, models a small-world network as a ring augmented with structured edges [17, 25, 31, 36] . The edge set consists of two parts: (1) short-range links that jointly constitute the ring and determine node IDs, and (2) long-range links, i.e., the remaining edges that are not on the ring. Once the ring is set (i.e., shortrange links are provided), long-range links permit a certain degree of randomness and exibility. Hence, we construct a SWICO with two steps:
Step I selects short-range links and assign node IDs uniformly at random across the entire ID space along the ring;
Step II chooses long-range links. In both steps, our algorithms share the same essence of greediness to maximize TCO support: we add edges one by one, always selecting an edge with the highest contribution towards TCO under the constraint of small-world networks.
The overlay design relies on a centralized master with global knowledge, which is conceptually similar to the role of root nodes in Google clouds [18] and name nodes in Hadoop [3] . Like these existing systems, this centralized design is feasible within data center environments, because our master is only responsible for a limited set of centralized operations (e.g., overlay design) and does not reside in the critical data ow paths for pub/sub messaging. Besides, the global knowledge of pub/sub subscriptions can easily t into the main memory of one modern machine.
Routing protocols
We devise peer-to-peer pub/sub routing protocols atop SWICO. The nice properties of small-world networks allow us to disseminate messages in a divide-and-conquer manner: upon message arrival, each node (1) divides the original dissemination range into a number of sub-ranges based on a set of carefully selected next-hops and (2) conquers each sub-range independently and recursively. The crux of our pub/sub routing lies in the selection of next-hops for each incoming message, and we strike the balance between routing overhead and message latency by leveraging the pub/sub semantic knowledge (i.e., subscription interests of each node).
We devise three implementations of selecting next-hops: Po, Pal, and Pie. The rst function Po strives to minimize routing overhead, and its next-hop array combines two parts: (1) the nearest subscriber of the given topic t along the ring and (2) all smallworld ngers of node that subscribe to t. However, Po solely optimizes routing overhead and may perform poorly on message latency. Po's drawback motivates us to develop the second function Pal, which extends the next-hop of Po by always securing a pivot, a node from the second half of the targeted range of the message. Pal guarantees to at least halve the targeted range at each recursive call, and hence the maximum path length is bounded by a logarithmic factor. Unfortunately, Pal may incur signi cant extra routing overhead, as pivots may not be interested in t. To combine the strengths from both Po and Pal, we develop Pie, which selectively adds a pivot only if the pivot is a small-world nger of the node. By doing this, Pie achieves a sound balance between routing overhead and propagation delay.
Churn handling
BeaConvey targets data center application scenarios with moderate churn [2, 4, 32, 34] : the intervals between successive churn events are in the order of hours or tens of hours. Two types of churn events are in consideration: (1) node churn (join, leave or fail), and (2) subscription churn (subscription or unsubscription).
BeaConvey assures correctness under both types of churn events by relying on the large body of work that addresses node churn in distributed and dynamic environments, such as ring and nger maintenance [17, 25, 33, 36] . Still, sub-optimality may accumulate due to continuous node or subscription churn. Fortunately, this is not a serious issue for many real-world applications that reside upon BeaConvey, since the overlay is reconstructed periodically (e.g., daily or weekly) in the centralized master, while the churn rates of both types are su ciently low and do not have a noticeable impact between the periodic recalculations.
We show analytically and empirically that it is important to combine both overlay topologies and routing protocols in the design of a pub/sub system and that BeaConvey achieves substantial balanced bene ts in routing overhead and message latencies. Under skewed distributions, overlay prevails over routing in making BeaConvey scalable. For instance, in a Facebook workload, the amount of pure forwarding messages in BeaConvey is only 0.266 the cost of the traditional rendezvous routing: about 78% of this improvement stems from a better overlay, and the remaining 22% is accredited to the more advanced routing. Under synthetic nonskewed distributions, routing becomes increasingly dominant for performance acceleration: under an uniform distribution, BeaConvey yields only 0.379 the routing overhead of the rendezvous routing: 94.9% comes from routing, and 5.1% belongs to overlay.
Related Work
To improve the performance and scalability of distributed pub/sub systems, two directions have crystallized in the literature: (1) the design and implementation of routing protocols such that publications and subscriptions are distributed in a most e cient way across the overlay network (see [23, 37] ) and (2) the construction of the overlay topology such that network tra c is minimized (e.g., [6, 11, 16, 19, 27] ).
Most pub/sub implementations concentrate on one aspect only. Some pub/sub systems just employ the most naive overlays (e.g. a tree or full-mesh) and push all e orts on the routing protocols [6, 23] . These pub/sub routing protocols are di cult to scale in nature, because they inevitably rely on sophisticated matching engines and large forwarding tables. Many pub/sub systems strive to migrate part of the complexity from routing protocols to overlay design [7, 12, 29, 35, 41] . We can generally classify current pub/sub overlays into two major categories: (1) structured and (2) unstructured. Structured overlays organize all nodes in an ID space where everyone has a measurable sense about relative locations and distances with each other, while unstructured ones do not have it.
Structured overlays have been widely used in various distributed systems. In particular, the structures of small-world networks (originated in [20, 21] ) have inspired several popular DHT designs, e.g., Chord [36] and Symphony [25] . Small-world networks also provide solid groundwork for our BeaConvey design and many other pub/sub systems [7, 41] . Still, pub/sub overlays are fundamentally di erent from these canonical distributed networks. For example, a DHT [17, 20, 25, 33, 36] maps IDs (as keys) to nodes -this mapping is self-dependent but determines the overlay topology and routing scheme; DHTs are ID-centric and thus inappropriate for organizing nodes that are semantically related, while pub/sub also needs to accommodate additional semantic information, e.g., topic interests at each node. Hence, pub/sub overlay design poses unique challenges for distributed systems, such as (a) construction of a semantic overlay; (b) support of routing protocols for subscription placement, interest matching, message dissemination, etc.; and (c) scalability with the number of topics (i.e., diverse interests), subscription sizes, and the volume of publications.
Scribe [7] and Bayeux [41] adopt the structured small-world networks and devise rendezvous routing on top of typical DHTs [33, 40] . However, they su er from excessive amount of routing overhead at each node for forwarding irrelevant messages that do not match the interests of the node. This is not surprising, since classic DHTs do not exploit semantic information about topic interests.
Vitis [29, 30] targets at eliminating pure forwarders in Scribelike rendezvous routing; it extends the small-world network by adding a bounded number of friend connections, which lean towards nodes with similar interests. Some works [15, 16] manipulate the ID assignment of DHT so that nodes with similar interests are close to each other in the ID space. A detrimental consequence of this manipulation is that the nice properties of consistent hashing are often broken. Those techniques are orthogonal to our design and may be used to enhance BeaConvey in future.
Unstructured overlays are also appealing candidates for pub/sub overlay design. The TCO property is explicitly enforced in [5, 12, 28, 35] and implicitly manifest in [16, 29, 30] , because TCO e ectively reduces unnecessary intermediate overlay hops for message delivery. However, it is unrealistic to keep node degrees or diameters of the TCO bounded, even if we can apply the state-of-the-art centralized algorithms [11, 12, 27] .
Among all existing pub/sub systems, Scribe [7] is closest to BeaConvey -both develop pub/sub routing protocols over small-world networks and do not rely on extra edges.
In [8] , we construct a a partial TCO that attains the small-world properties, which gains over 30% of reduction in the costs of both routing overhead and message latency. This initial exploration provides us a solid guidance for this work.
3 Overlay: small world and interest closeness 3.1 Small-world networks We abstract a distributed topic-based pub/sub system as an instance (V ,T , I ), where V is a node set, T is a topic set, and I is the interest function such that I : V × T → {0, 1}. Node ∈ V is interested in topic t ∈ T i I ( , t ) = 1. We also say node subscribes to topic t.
Our pub/sub system design relies on a one-dimensional smallworld network model [25, 33, 36] . We arrange all nodes along a ring and equip each node with a handful of small-world ngers, whose distributions roughly admit inverse proportionality to the small-world distances.
Each node ∈ V has an unique ID from a one-dimensional cyclic ID space, which we can draw uniformly at random or construct speci cally (see §3.2). For clarity and conciseness, we assume that each node ID has log |V | bits, and consequently exactly one node is present for every identi er in the space. Practical systems typically use log N bit IDs where N ≫ |V |, so nodes do not fully populate the entire ID space, which is essential for churn handling, e.g., node joins and departures. This assumption facilitates the presentation while not a ecting the correctness of our system design [17] , since dynamic churn is not the focus of this work. As we noted before, our BeaConvey design inherits churn resilience from small-world networks, which has been extensively studied [17, 25, 33, 36] .
The small-world distance from node to node w, which we denote by swDistance( , w ), is the clockwise numeric distance from to w on the circle 1 . We say that node w (or edge e = ( , w )) is in the i-th small-world phase of node , if swDistance( , w ) ∈ 2 i , 2 (i+1) , i.e., w ∈ + 2 i , + 2 (i+1) ; we also denote the smallworld phase as .swPhase(w ) = .swPhase(e ( , w )) = i.
P
1. In a network of the node set V , each node ∈ V maintains k = Θ(log |V |) small-world ngers, and its i-th nger,
.swFinger[i] where 0 ≤ i < k, points to a node in the i-th smallworld phase of , i.e., .
. For a node , we refer to .swFinger[0] as the short-range nger, i.e., 's immediate neighbour clockwise, while the long-range ngers are .swFinger[i] where 1 ≤ i < k. Many DHTs attain this Property 1 [25, 33, 36] . In Chord [36] , for instance, node ∈ V keeps exactly k = log |V | ngers, where [17] points out: although Chord de nes speci c small-world ngers for each node, this rigidity is not critical, and small-world networks allow exibility for nger selection; speci cally, greedy routing between any two nodes is still O(log |V |) hops, even if node ∈ V picks .swFinger[i] as any node in the range
In the discussion that follows, we refer to small-world networks speci cally as overlays with Property 1.
Greedy algorithms to build overlay
1 We can also de ne swDistance( , w ) as the absolute distance between and w , i.e., minimum of the clockwise and counter-clockwise distances. This di erence only a ects the constant factors hidden behind the Big-O notations [17, 25] . 1.nearestSub(t)
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(a) Po We focus on overlay design that best suits pub/sub routing protocols. First, the overlay should be a small-world network. Second, we want the overlay to yield minimum routing overhead, which this work and many others [5, 12, 15, 16, 28, 29, 35] de ne to be the total number of pure forwarding messages, i.e., the messages that each node ∈ V receives yet has no interest in.
Intuitively, diminishing the routing overhead prefers interest closeness, which tends to place nodes with similar interests topologically close to each other. Topic-connected overlay (TCO) is one way to realize interest closeness, which promises to be capable of eliminating the routing overhead in pub/sub [11, 12] . Informally speaking, TCO organizes all nodes interested in the same topic in a directly connected dissemination sub-overlay. TCO can support the transmission of publications on each topic to all subscribers without using non-interested nodes as intermediate relays. Pub/sub routing atop TCOs saves bandwidth and computational resources otherwise wasted on forwarding and ltering out unwanted messages. Unfortunately, TCO and Property 1 are at odds with each other. More speci cally, constructing a TCO with a xed average or maximum node degree is an NP-hard problem [11, 27] , while Property 1 strictly restricts each node to possess a bounded number of small-world ngers. We decide to stick to Property 1 but compromise the TCO requirement; more speci cally, we approximate a TCO (i.e., building an overlay as close to TCO as possible) under the constraint of being small-world network.
Formally speaking, given an instance (V ,T , I ), we regard the pub/sub overlay as an undirected graph G = (V , E) over the node set V with the edge set E ⊆ K, where we denote by K the ground Algorithm 1: Greedy heuristic for SWICO (GSwicoSL)
Output: E, which forms a small-world and interest-close overlay 1: C ← GSwicoS(V , T , I ) // build short links to order all nodes 2: E ← GSwicoL(V , T , I, C ) // build long links for small world
Output: C, a circle that goes through all nodes 1: C ← ∅ 2: while C does not form a circle for V do
3:
P ← {e |e contributes to a circle for V wrt C } // Potential edge set 4: e ′ ← arg max e ∈P contrib(e )
5:
C ← C + e ′ 6: assign small-world ids based on a sequential order of
Output: E, which forms a small-world network for
e ′ ← arg max e ∈P contrib(e )
4:
E ← E + e ′ 5:
for all e : .swPhase(e ) = .swPhase(e ′ ) where ∈ e do 7:
contains only one TCC for each topic t ∈ T , then G = (V , E) forms a topicconnected overlay (TCO) for (V ,T , I ).
Given an edge set E ⊆ K, TCC(E) stands for the total number of TCCs in G = (V , E) over all topics T ,
By de nition,
We can use TCC(E) to measure the progress towards TCO: suppose E is initially empty and grows by adding edges one by one, then TCC(E) starts from TCC (∅) and strictly decreases with every edge addition down to an absolute limit, i.e., TCC(K ).
Further, we de ne the contribution (towards TCO) of edge e with respect to a given edge set E to be the number of TCCs that would be reduced by adding e upon E.
Given an instance (V , I ,T ) and an edge set E ⊆ K, we place an arbitrary order on all edges in E, i.e., E = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e m }. Let
As Eq. (6) shows, TCC(∅) − TCC(K ) represents the amount of TCCs that E ⊆ K should reduce to achieve a TCO. We de ne the TCO support ratio [9] for an overlay edge set E:
TcoSuppR can indicate overlay quality in terms of interest closeness: the higher TcoSuppR(E) is, the closer E approximates a TCO. More speci cally, (1) TcoSuppR(E) ∈ [0, 1]; (2) TcoSuppR(∅) = 0, and TcoSuppR(E) = 1 i E forms a TCO; and (3) TcoSuppR(E) is monotonically increasing as E expands, i.e.,
TcoSuppR turns out to be an e ective optimization objective to guide pub/sub overlay design that aims at interest closeness. Two greedy algorithms, GPA and GPM, achieve constant approximation ratios for the NP-hard problems of optimizing TcoSuppR under the average or maximum node degree constraint, respectively [9] . Hence, we use TcoSuppR to formalize the problem of designing small-world and interest-close overlay (SWICO) as follows:
Given an input instance (V ,T , I ), construct an edge set E ⊆ K that maximizes TcoSuppR while forming a small-world network with Property 1.
To tackle Problem 1, we construct a SWICO in two steps:
Step I orders all nodes in a ring and assigns a small-world ID to each node according to its relative positions on the ring; Step II selects additional small-world ngers to meet Property 1. In other words,
Step I and II are responsible for short-and long-range small-world ngers, respectively. Recall that the short-range nger of node is .swFinger[0], the clockwise immediate neighbour in a smallworld network. The long-range ngers are in the i-th small-world phase, i ≥ 1. It is challenging to maximize the TCO support in both steps, and we adopt a greedy algorithmic design, which is proven to be e ective in many TCO design problems [9, 11, 27] .
To operationalize the above thoughts, we devise GSwicoSL in Alg. 1, a greedy heuristic for Problem 1. GSwicoSL has two subroutines: GSwicoS for Step I and GSwicoL for Step II, i.e., Line 1 and Line 2 of Alg. 1, respectively.
GSwicoS initializes C = ∅ and adds to C edge by edge until C forms a circle among all nodes. Each time, Lines 3 of GSwicoS rst computes a potential edge set P, which merely contains edges that would extend the current edge set C to a full circle. Formally speaking, e ∈ P i there exists a full circle that covers e + C. Then Line 4 greedily selects an edge with the greatest contribution towards TCO from P. Once a circle is completed, Line 6 assigns an ID for each node based on its relative position on the C. Fig. 1 illustrates how GSwicoS works with an example. Fig. 1(a) shows an input instance with nodes and their interests. In Fig. 1(b) , GSwicoS builds a full circle with the linear ordering of A−B−C −D −E −F −A, and this circle attains a TcoSuppR of 100%. In Fig. 1(c) , GSwicoS assign IDs along the circle. Fig. 1(d) shows another ID assignment along a di erent circle A − C − F − D − B − E − A, which amounts to zero contribution towards TCO, i.e., TcoSuppR = 0.
GSwicoL builds long-range ngers on top of the circle that Step I produces. GSwicoL starts from E = C and constructs edges iteratively until E attains a small-world network for the given input instance. At each iteration, GSwicoL greedily selects an edge with the highest contribution towards TCO from a potential edge set P, 
.nearestSub(t ), the subscriber of t that is nearest to clockwise on the circle.
which enforces the small-world network constraint of Property 1 in Lines 5-7. In particular, after adding e ′ , GSwicoL removes from P all edges that belong to the same small-world phase as e ′ , because there is only one spot for each small-world phase. In Fig. 2(a) , we have a small-world network of 16 nodes, i.e., V = {0, 1, . . . , 15}. The gure highlights the small-world ngers of node 1, which connects to node 2, 3, 7, and 9, respectively at each phase. In this example, suppose GSwicoL adds edge (1, 7) at some iteration, then we need to remove from P some edges, such as {(1, 5), (1, 6), (1, 8)}, which are also in phase 2 of node 1.
GSwicoSL (i.e., GSwicoS and GSwicoL) follows the same greedy strategy as GPA and GPM, which we can generalize as follows: the algorithm starts from an initial edge set (usually ∅) and constructs E iteratively, until reaching some speci c termination conditions; at each iteration, the algorithm greedily adds to E from a carefully computed potential edge set P an edge e ′ with the highest contribution (see Lines 3-4 of GSwicoS and GSwicoL, respectively). We favor this greedy algorithmic design for Problem 1, because its e ectiveness has been proven -GPA and GPM are the best-known algorithms to maximize TCO support for their targeted problems [9] .
Alg. 1 inherits many nice properties from GPA and GPM, because they share an identical algorithmic framework. Many outstanding issues are still unknown and under exploration, such as the complexity of Problem 1, the approximation ratio of Alg. 1, and so on. Fortunately, a greedy heuristic as simple as GSwicoSL performs well enough for the deployment of BeaConvey in practice (see evaluation in §5). It is of great potential and research interest to nd more e cient algorithms for the overlay topologies of BeaConvey or other pub/sub systems. Our problem formulation and algorithm design can serve as a solid reference and comparison baseline for future research that aims at a comprehensive knowledge of pub/sub overlay design.
4 BeaConvey routing for pub/sub 4.1 Routing framework Small-world networks provide a coordinate system that can e ectively position each node in the ID space (e.g., a circle). This enables us to design pub/sub routing in a divide-and-conquer manner: we divide the dissemination range of a message msg into several subranges and conquer each sub-range independently by delivering msg to all matched nodes in this sub-range. send(msg)
.send(msg) // forward msg to 's nger nearest to msg.low 1: forward msg to w , the nger of that is nearest to msg.low, i.e., w = arg min u ∈ .swFinger swDistance(u, msg.low)
Protocol 5: Get next-hops for a message at node ∈ V I. .Po(msg) // NSMF with Pivot None
[msg.low, msg.high) // initialize X , the next-hop array 3: sort X in ascending order wrt. small-world distances from 4: return X II. .Pal(msg) // NSMF and Pivot always 1:
pivot ← pivotByFinger(msg)
if pivot = NIL then
5:
pivot ← pivotInDistantRange(msg) 6: append pivot to X 7: return X III. .Pie(msg) // NSMF and Pivot if exist 1:
4:
if pivot NIL then 5: append pivot to X 6: return X /* Other helper functions */ .pivotByFinger(msg) // get pivot by a distant-range nger return p ∈ (distantRange(msg) ∩ .swFinger)
.pivotInDistantRange(msg) // get pivot in the distant range return q ∈ distantRange(msg)
.distantRange(msg) // the distant range of msg return msg.low+msg.high 2 , msg.high
Before proposing our pub/sub routing protocols on small-world networks, we rst introduce Data Structure 2 and 3.
Data Structure 2 de nes the publication message for our pub/sub routing. Given a message msg, elds msg.topic and msg.content describe publication data. Fields msg.low and msg.high jointly de ne the targeted range of msg, i.e., msg should reach all matched subscribers in the range of [msg.low, msg.high). For example, an initial publisher at ∈ V always speci es the target of the publication message to span the whole identi er space, i.e., [ , ).
Data Structure 3 presents the local routing table at each node. First, node keeps a list of small-world ngers, .swFinger, which corresponds to Property 1; §3 discusses how to construct these ngers. Second, node maintains in .nearestSub the nearest subscriber for each topic t ∈ T ; we assume that a membership service is available to provide such knowledge. Please note such membership service only requires each node to maintain Θ(|T |) states, whereas a full interest-aware membership costs a signi cantly higher space complexity at each node:
∈V |{t |I ( , t )}| = O(|V ||T |). The implementation details are beyond the scope of this work.
Protocol 4 speci es the BeaConvey pub/sub routing framework atop small-world networks with Property 1. Upon receiving a message msg at node , Protocol 4 delivers msg to all matched subscribers in the targeted range [msg.low, msg.high). Line 2 checks whether is msg.low, the rst destination of msg: if not, Line 14 simply invokes send(msg), which forwards msg to 's nger that is nearest to msg.low; if = msg.low, then Lines 3-12 spread this message to all subscribers in the targeted range. In Line 3, function getNextHops(msg) outputs X , the next-hop array (for msg) that is sorted in ascending order according to small-world distances from ; hence, the rst next-hop X 0 is always .nearestSub(t ) as long as X is nonempty, where t = msg.topic. There are numerous ways to implement getNextHops(), and we leave it as a virtual function, which should be overwritten by a concrete next-hop selection (see §4.2). Lines 4-12 prepare a message msg j for every nexthop X j , j = 0, . . . , |X | − 1. Each X j is in charge of a sub-range as speci ed in msg j , and the union of all these sub-ranges spans the entire targeted range of msg [msg.low, msg.high): X 0 , . . ., X d −2 , and
respectively, where d = |X |. Note that we skip [msg.low, X 0 ) = [ , .nearestSub(t )), because this sub-range contains no subscriber of t. Following Line 12, X j will receive msg j from and recursively invoke Protocol 4. This recursive process continues, until the publication message reaches all subscribers in the targeted range. In summary, Protocol 4 accomplishes pub/sub routing by disseminating the publication message to all subscribers in the targeted range.
Getting next hops -pivot or not
We instantiate the virtual function getNextHops() in Line 3 of Protocol 4. Two optimization objectives guide our design:
(a) routing overhead: the total number of messages purely forwarded, i.e., messages that some nodes receive yet has no interest in. We also use this metric for SWICO design in §3.2.
(b) propagation delay, which is captured by the average or maximum path length across all message deliveries. The path length of a message msg is de ned as the number of overlay hops for msg to travel from source to destination msg.low. BeaConvey operates on top of the application layer, and messages go through a stack of layers for each hop, especially when we rely on secure channels.
Protocol 5 presents three implementations of getting next-hops, i.e., Po, Pal, and Pie. Po solely optimizes routing overhead. Pal aims at minimizing propagation delay, which unfortunately increases routing overhead. We further design Pie, a reasonable middle ground between the previous two, that treads the balance between both optimization objectives.
Po Function Po(msg) speci es the algorithm of Nearest
Subscribers and Matched Fingers (NSMF) with Pivot None . Line 1 sets t = msg.topic, and Line 2 computes the next-hop array X by combining (1) the nearest subscriber for t and (2) all small-world ngers that subscribe to t, where all next-hops lie in the targeted range of msg. Line 3 sorts all next-hops in X in ascending order according to the small-world distances from , and thus X 0 is always .nearestSub(t ) as long as X is nonempty.
In Fig. 2(a) , we have a small-world network of 16 nodes, i.e., V = {0, 1, . . . , 15}. The gure highlights the small-world ngers of node 1, which connects to node 2, 3, 7, and 9, respectively at each phase. For some topic t ∈ T , nodes that subscribe to t are V (t ) = {1, 4, 7, 10, 12, 14}, i.e., shaded vertices in Fig. 2(a) . Suppose that node 1 receives a message msg on t with the targeted range [1, 11) , which we simply denote as msg [1, 11) . Node 1 should send msg to all nodes that are interested in t and in the range of [1, 11) , i.e., {4, 7, 10}. After executing Po(msg), node 1 obtains the sorted next-hop array X = {4, 7}: X 0 = 4 is the nearest subscriber for t, and X 1 = 7 is a matched nger; X excludes other ngers in [1, 11) (such as node 2, 3, 9), because they are not interested in t. Node 1 prepares msg 0 [4, 7) for X 0 = 4 and msg 1 [7, 11) for X 1 = 7, which hierarchically partitions the targeted range of [1, 11) into multiple successive sub-ranges. Since node 1 has no nger linking to X 0 = 4, it sends msg 0 to node 3, which then forwards msg 0 to node 4. Node 1 directly sends msg 1 to node X 1 = 7. Upon receiving msg 0 and msg 1 , both node 4 and 7 call Protocol 4, recursively. Node 4 sends no further messages, since its nearest subscriber (node 7) is out of the targeted range of msg 0 [4, 7) . Node 7 sends a single message msg ′ [10, 11) to its nearest subscriber 10. The recursive processes end at node 10, since node 10 is the only one in the targeted range of msg ′ [10, 11) .
BeaConvey with Po (a.k.a. BeaConvey(Po)) relies little on pure forwarders, which can only occur when some node sends a message to the nearest subscriber, e.g., node 3 in Fig. 2 . However, the propagation delay of a message (i.e., the number of hops from source to destination) may be linear in the number of nodes. Fig. 2(b) is almost the same as Fig. 2(a) except that node 1 chooses 5 instead of 7 in its 2nd small-world phase. In Fig. 2(b) , Po(msg) returns X = {4}, because node 1 has no matched nger for t. It is possible that, at each recursive invocation of BeaConvey, Po obtains nothing but the nearest subscriber in the next-hop array; in this case, it takes O(|V |) relays for msg to reach the furthermost subscriber.
Pal
To improve the propagation delay, we devise NSMF and Pivot Always (Pal) in Protocol 5. Pal extends Po by always securing in the next-hop array a pivot -a node in the distant range of msg, which distantRange(msg) de nes as the second half of the targeted range in the farther end, i.e., msg.low+msg.high 2 , msg.high . With a pivot, Pal guarantees to at least halve the targeted range at each recursive call of BeaConvey. Therefore, BeaConvey (Pal) yields a maximum path length of O(log |V |). More speci cally, Pal rst checks whether there exists a pivot in the next-hop array output by Po in Line 2. Since X is already sorted, we just need to examine whether the last node of X is in the distant range of msg.
Pal nds one pivot if X contains none. Line 3 calls pivotByFinger(), trying to assign the pivot by an existing nger in the distant range of msg. If no such nger exists, then Line 5 pivots at some node in the distant range of msg by function pivotInDistantRange().
In Fig. 2(c) , Pal appoints nger 9 to be the pivot, since node 9 resides in [6, 11) , the distant range of msg [1, 11) . While Fig. 2(c) and Fig. 2(b) share the same overlays, Pal appends a pivot beyond the output of Po.
In Fig. 2(d) , although node 1 contains no distant-range nger for msg [1, 11) , Pal still enforces a pivot at node 8. Pal improves the worst-case propagation delay from O(|V |) to O(log |V |). However, the additional pivots incur more routing overhead than Po for forwarding irrelevant messages. In Fig. 2(d) , it requires two pure forwarders (i.e., {5, 8}) to deliver msg 1 [8, 11) from node 1 to pivot 8. Pal searches for a pivot within the whole distant range of msg, Pie merely focuses on .swFinger ∩ distantRange(msg): if node has a distant-range nger for the incoming message, then Pie follows the steps of Pal; otherwise, Pie simply proceeds without a pivot, just like Po.
Pie
In Fig. 2(c) , Pie and Pal exhibit the same behavior: assigning the pivot by node 9, an existing nger.
In Fig. 2(d) , Pie behaves like Po and does not take a pivot, since
.swFinger ∩ distantRange(msg) = ∅. In contrast, Pal aggressively chooses a pivot anyway at the expense of more pure forwarders.
Evaluation

Experiment setup
We evaluate BeaConvey and other pub/sub systems (see Table 1 ) using PeerSim [26] .
We choose Scribe [7] for comparison, which represents rendezvous routing for pub/sub on small-world networks. Scribe builds a multicast tree for each topic t ∈ T , which associates a rendezvous point to t, denoted by RP (t ). The multicast tree of t is rooted at RP (t ) and spans all subscribers. This multicast tree may contain pure forwarders, which are not interested in t. Scribe rst routes each publication message of t from its source to RP (t ) and then disseminates the message from RP (t ) along the multicast tree 2 .
Further, we develop iScribe, inverted Scribe. The original Scribe builds each multicast tree by routing from every subscriber to the rendezvous point. This makes sense if the subscribers are scattered all over the network. However, long-range links from each subscriber to rendezvous point do not have much chance to share, even if these subscribers stay close to each other. Thus, we build the multicast trees of iScribe in an opposite direction: from rendezvous 2 The original Scribe caches the addresses of the rendezvous points for subsequent multicasts for the same topics. Similarly, it is straightforward to apply this technique to locate the nearest subscribers in BeaConvey. However, we switch o these features to enforce fairness while better revealing the overlay qualities and routing e ciency. In our evaluation, BeaConvey, Scribe and all others only transmit messages on existing overlay links. point to each subscriber. In this way, if subscribers stay closer, the probability of sharing links is higher. Systems like Bayeux [41] adopt iScribe as their underlying routing protocols.
Our proposed BeaConvey is equipped with two parameters: overlay O (see Table 2 ) and routing R (i.e., Po, Pal, or Pie in Alg. 5). Meanwhile, Scribe and iScribe just need to specify overlay O. Table 2 lists four types of overlays based on how we build short and long ngers for small-world networks. We develop pub/sub overlays by GSwicoSL in Alg. 1 and use the following naive overlays as comparison baselines:
• short ngers: RandomS, an arbitrary circle that randomly assigns small-world ids and therefore randomly determines the shortrange ngers.
• long ngers: Chord [36] or RandomL: (1) Chord: a DHT that always selects the nger as the rst node in each small-world phase, i.e., .swFinger
(2) RandomL, a small-world network that chooses the long-range nger randomly in each of the small-world phases: all nodes in the range + 2 i , + 2 i+1 are equally probable to become .swFinger[i], 0 ≤ i < log |V |, ∀ ∈ V . All types of overlays in Table 2 preserve Property 1. These overlays have the same node degrees, and the expected path length to route between any two nodes is O(log |V |) [17] . However, GSwicoS strives to optimize interest-closeness for short ngers, whereas RandomS do not. GSwicoL attempts to optimize interest-closeness for long ngers, whereas Chord and RandomL do not.
We evaluate System (e.g., BeaConvey, Scribe, or iScribe) with regards to the two basic optimization metrics (see de nitions in §4.2): (a) the routing overhead R System (the sum of irrelevant messages that each node has to forward) and (b) propagation delay, which is measured by AP System and MP System , the average and maximum path lengths across all messages. We also look at TcoSuppR in Eq. (7) for di erent pub/sub overlays.
Experiment workloads
We synthetically generate pub/sub subscriptions with three types of topic popularities: exponential, zipf, and uniform. We also extract data from Facebook and Twitter.
(1) Synthetic workloads: We generate input instances (V ,T , I ) as follows: |V | ∈ [1 000, 10 000], |T | ∈ [1 000, 10 000], and each node ∈ V has a xed subscription size |{t ∈ T |I ( , t )}| = 20. We associate each topic t ∈ T with p(t ), and each node subscribes to t with probability p(t ). The value of p(t ) follows either a uniform, a Zipf (with α = 2.0), or an exponential distribution, which we call Unif, Zipf, or Expo, respectively. These distributions approximate actual workloads used in industrial pub/sub today [11, 12, 24, 38] .
(2) Facebook dataset: We use a Facebook dataset [39] with over 3 million distinct user pro les and 28.3 million social relations. In Facebook, when a user, say Alice, performs an activity (e.g., updating her status, sharing photos, or commenting on a post), all Alice's friends receive a noti cation. Therefore, we model each user as a topic, and all her friends as the respective subscribers. Likewise, the friend set of Alice forms her subscription set. Facebook relations are bidirectional: friends in Alice's social graph subscribe to noti cations about Alice and vice versa. (Note that this is a simplication as nowadays a Facebook user can unfollow her friend or de ne an asymmetric policy.) (3) Twitter dataset: We take a public Twitter dataset [22] , containing 41.7 million distinct user pro les and 1.47 billion social followee/follower relations. Like Facebook, we model users as topics and subscribers. However, relations in Twitter are unidirectional, e.g., Alice following Bob does not imply that Bob follows back. We extract the workloads from the original Facebook and Twitter social graphs with a sampling methodology [30, 35] . We start with a few users as seeds and traverse the social graph via breadth rst search until reaching the targeted number of nodes, and our sample takes all edges among the visited nodes. We report experimental results for samples of 1K or 10K, i.e., |V | ≈ 1K, |T | ≈ 1K, or |V | ≈ 10K, |T | ≈ 10K. We denote our sample instances by FB 1K, FB 10K, TW 1K, and TW 10K, respectively. Fig. 3 illustrates that our extracted samples retain properties of the original data sets.
Our publication workloads are uniformly random with respect to the topics and all subscribers. At each iteration, the system publishes one message on some topic t ∈ T from an issuer node ∈ V : every topic t ∈ T possesses the same probability 1/|T |, and all subscribers of t have the equal chance to become the issuer.
Experiments for online social networks
We compare the BeaConvey, Scribe, and iScribe families under the FB and TW data sets. Table 3 , 4, and 5 report the comparable ratios of each system normalized by Scribe(-), the original Scribe.
Overlay
Alg. 1 runs e ciently in practice. It takes around 14.8 and 19.4 minutes to compute SWICO from scratch under FB 10K and TW 10K, respectively. This runtime cost is insigni cant as compared to the intervals between successive churn events in a typical data-center-wise pub/sub system, which are usually in the order of tens of hours, depending on the cluster size [10] . We concentrate on the impact of the overlay topologies upon di erent systems. We x Pie as BeaConvey's routing protocol, because Pie achieves the best performance among all three routing schemes (see §5.3.2 and §5.5). Table 3 and 4 show that BeaConvey(SL,Pie) substantially outperforms Scribe(-) or iScribe(-) in routing overhead. The superiority of BeaConvey(SL,Pie) over Scribe(-) and iScribe(-) stems from both improved overlays and better routing protocols. Under FB 1K, R BeaConvey(SL,Pie) = 0.266 · R Scribe(-) , resulting in a total reduction of (1 − 0.266) = 0.734 · R Scribe(-) . First, an improved overlay amounts to an routing overhead reduction of (1 − 0.427) = 0.573 · R Scribe(-) , where 0.427 is ratio of iScribe(SL) against Scribe(-), the lowest one among all di erent overlays in Scribe and iScribe families. Second, the routing protocol of BeaConvey with Pie further earns (0.734 − 0.573) = 0.161 · R Scribe(-) over the rendezvous routing strategies of Scribe or iScribe. In other words, for all routing overhead improvement of BeaConvey(SL,Pie) against Scribe(-), 78% = 0.573/0.734 comes from SWICO, and 22% is attributed to more scalable routing.
We take a closer look at BeaConvey. First, SL always produces the lowest routing overhead of BeaConvey among all four types of overlays. This demonstrates that interest-closeness positively impacts the routing overhead. Second, under both FB and TW workloads, optimizing short ngers (i.e., assigning ids) is more important than optimizing long ones, although short ngers are substantially outnumbered. This is clear when we compare BeaConvey(S, Pie) with BeaConvey(L, Pie); besides, BeaConvey achieves significant performance bene ts in both routing overhead and message latencies, when the overlay is upgraded from L to SL.
Scribe also bene ts from interest-closeness. Unlike BeaConvey, Scribe gains more routing overhead improvement from the optimization of long ngers than short ngers. In Table 4 , under TW 1K, Scribe(L) is 71.4% of Scribe(-), whereas Scribe(S) is even higher than Scribe(-) by almost 10%. Recall that Scribe builds the multicast tree for each topic t by routing from every subscriber s to the rendezvous point RP (t ), which is not necessarily interested in t. The route path from s to RP (t ) consists of two parts:
a. long-range links that originates from s and b. short-range links that terminates at RP (t ). Long nger optimization leads to less routing overhead in Part a. However, short nger optimization does not always reduce routing overhead in Part b; this is because RP (t ) is not a subscriber of t, and nodes that stay close to RP (t ) are probably uninterested in t in a circle produced by GSwicoS.
iScribe is opposite of Scribe: interest-closeness in short ngers leads to more routing overhead reduction. iScribe builds the multicast tree by routing from the rendezvous point RP (t ) to every subscriber s. In Table 4 , under TW 10K, iScribe achieves a reduction of (1.016 − 0.671) = 0.345 · R Scribe(-) because of better interestcloseness in short ngers, but optimization in long ngers has a negative impact by an increase of (1.167−1.016) = 15.1%R Scribe(-) . The route path from RP (t ) to s consists of two parts:
c. long-range links that originates from RP (t ) and d. short-range links that terminates at s. Short nger optimization leads to less routing overhead in Part d. However, long nger optimization does not always reduce routing overhead in Part c; this is because RP (t ) is not a subscriber of t, and its long ngers are probably uninterested in t in an overlay produced by GSwicoL.
Reviewing Scribe and iScribe together, we observe that iScribe(S) consistently outperforms Scribe(L). This is aligned with BeaConvey that optimizing short ngers leads to more performance acceleration than optimizing long ngers under FB and TW workloads.
In terms of average path lengths, BeaConvey(SL,Pie) also yields slightly better results as compared to Scribe(-) or iScribe(-) in most cases. In general, the average path lengths (and thus message latencies) are of the same order of magnitude for all systems in Table 3 and 4, as well as the rest of experiment results.
Routing
We look at how di erent routing strategies impact BeaConvey's performance, where we x the overlay to be SL. Table 5 shows that Pie lies between Po and Pal and achieves the best balance between routing overhead and message latency.
Po and Pal only optimize on one metric but perform poorly with regard to the other. We therefore only present Pie in most evaluation (as in 5.3.1). We look at routing overhead. Fig. 4 depicts the routing overhead ratios of di erent systems against Scribe(-). First, BeaConvey(SL,Pie) substantially outperforms Scribe(-) or iScribe(-). On average, R BeaConvey(SL,Pie) = 0.594R Scribe(-) , i.e., the overhead reduction amounts to 0.406R Scribe(-) . Second, BeaConvey achieves lower routing overhead than Scribe or iScribe even when they have identical overlays, which demonstrates the inferiority of rendezvous routing. Third, BeaConvey gains better routing e ciency by increasing interest closeness in both short and long ngers, and a few short ngers are more in uential than many long ngers.
Impact of overlay
We look at average path lengths in Fig. 5 . BeaConvey yields the best average path lengths, even though the gaps between di erent systems are marginal. For instance, AP BeaConvey(SL,Pie) = 4.88, AP Scribe(-) = 7.20, on average. Fig. 6 and 7 compare various pub/sub systems under Unif, which is di erent from Zipf in a number of respects.
Unif
First, Fig. 6 shows that, under Unif, routing turns out to be more contributive than overlay towards the overhead improvement of BeaConvey against Scribe, and this dominance becomes stronger as the workloads scale up. On the one hand, Fig. 6(a) shows that BeaConvey(SL,Pie) outperforms Scribe(-) by wide margins, which becomes even more remarkable as the topic set expands. On the other hand, in Fig. 6 (b) and 6(c), Scribe and iScribe family members are of little di erence, and they tend toward equality with the raise in the number of topics. At |T | = 10 000, R BeaConvey(SL,Pie) = 0.379R Scribe(-) , an overall reduction of 0.621R Scribe(-) : 94.9% comes from BeaConvey routing with Pie, while 5.1% comes from SWICO. The key rationale behind this is: under Unif, the correlation among nodes is weak, and there is not much to harvest by optimizing interest closeness in the overlay. Under skewed distributions (e.g., FB, TW or Zipf), the overlay can make a considerable di erence thanks to the abundance of interest closeness.
Second, BeaConvey bene ts slightly more from longer ngers than short ones in terms of both routing overhead and message latencies. In Fig. 6(a) , the routing overhead ratios of BeaConvey(L, Pie) and BeaConvey(S, Pie) are about 0.585 and 0.653, respectively on average. The core reason lies again in innate lack of interest closeness in Unif. It is not surprising that each node has little preference for its neighbor selection on the ring, i.e., locality becomes unimportant. In such scenarios, long ngers carry more weight because they outnumber short ngers. On the contrary, skewed pub/sub workloads bear rich interest closeness so that even a minority of short ngers can make a dominant contribution.
Third, in Fig. 7 , BeaConvey exhibits better scalability in path lengths than both Scribe and iScribe, and the relative ratios drop rapidly down to around 0.5 as the number of topics increases. Within each BeaConvey, Scribe, or iScribe family, the gaps between di erent members shrink as topic set expands. We believe that, the average path lengths for the four BeaConvey instances in Fig. 7 (a) will converge to the same value, log |V |, as |T | soars to in nity. SWICO gains bene ts over others by exploiting the correlation embedded in the subscriptions of all nodes, and this correlation is diminishing as a result of expanding the topic set. When the number of topics is su ciently large, any small-world overlay equally possesses zero amount of interest-closeness. In these scenarios, BeaConvey just need to deliver each message from the source to a singleton destination by one round of small-world routing, so the expected path length is about log |V | hops; meanwhile, Scribe or iScribe requires two rounds of small-world routing, 2·log |V | hops. Therefore, with an in nite extension of the topic set, the BeaConvey family would converge to 0.5 in Fig. 7(a) , while both Scribe and iScribe would converge to 1 in Fig. 7 (b) and 7(c).
Summary
In BeaConvey, overlay and routing complement each other and work together to enhance the system performance under a variety of pub/sub workloads. Under skewed distributions, overlay prevails over routing in making BeaConvey scalable, because richness of interest closeness is available to exploit in the workloads; besides, a well-constructed SWICO exhibits 8 compare BeaConvey with all three getNextHops() implementations under Unif as the number of nodes |V | increases from 1, 000 to 10, 000, where we x |T | = 2, 000. Fig. 8(a) plots the routing overhead ratios between BeaConvey and Scribe(-). All three BeaConvey protocols outperform Scribe(-), as their corresponding curves are under the horizontal line of 1. Among the three instances of BeaConvey, Po achieves the best routing overhead, which is 59.2% that of Scribe(-) on average. Pal renders the worst with a relative ratio of 100.6%, because Pal guarantees a pivot at each branching, which may rely on unmatched ngers to forward irrelevant messages. This disadvantage of Pal motivates us to design Pie, which reduces the routing overhead down to 83.5% of R Scribe(-) . Fig. 8(b) depicts the average path lengths for di erent BeaConveyprotocols as compared to Scribe. Despite the credits in the routing overhead, Po produces the longest path lengths among all: the average path length of BeaConvey(SL, Po) is 1.96 · AP Scribe , and the maximum path length of BeaConvey(SL, Po) is 6.61 · MP Scribe , on average. Moreover, the gaps are increasing with |V |. This shows that Po is insu cient to meet all design goals, and we need better algorithms for diminishing the propagation delay. Both Pie and Pal perform better with similar outputs. The average path length is around 1.3 · AP Scribe for both. The maximum path lengths of Pie and Pal are 3.80 and 3.35 of MP Scribe . Pie closely approximates Pal in path lengths, which demonstrates the e ectiveness of selective pivoting.
Conclusions
We develop BeaConvey, a data-center-wide distributed pub/sub system on top of small-world networks. BeaConvey presents a streamlined design that combines both overlay topologies and routing protocols in a pub/sub system, whereas most previous pub/sub systems simply place emphasis on one of these two aspects. Thanks to the broader design space that BeaConvey embraces, we reveal a number of fundamental trade-o s among routing overhead, propagation delay, overlay quality, and so on. Empirical evaluation demonstrates that both improved overlays and ner-tuned routing bring remarkable advantages to BeaConvey.
